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THE UPS & DOWNS OF

TEAMWORK

Teams are stretched to their limits.
• While working through a crisis, people recognized more than 

ever how much they need each member of their team.

•	 Many	teams	have	suffered	from	low	morale	while	others	have	
found strength in adversity, fundamentally changing 
how they work together. 

• When teams struggle or change, individuals 
struggle too. But strong teamwork can be 
a source of hope and support.

BUILD TEAM 
CAPACITY BY

• Recognizing a common goal

• Making space for each other’s 
experiences—everybody experiences 
the	pandemic	differently

• Supporting each other—a small word 
of encouragement or act of kindness 
can go a long way

• Creatively	finding	new	ways	to	
connect with each other
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THE REALITY OF

BURNOUT

Burnout is a 
struggle for 
many health care 
workers.
• You’ve made adjustments at 

work—with some even facing 
complete job overhauls. 

• You continue to work long hours when  
called on to do so.

• You watch patients and families struggle 
with loneliness and uncertainty and try your 
best to lift their spirits. 

• You struggle when people fail to recognize 
the pandemic realities you and your 
patients are living.

How you manage the stress of it all is 
intensely	personal.	There	is	no	one	size	fits	
all strategy for coping with a pandemic.

PERSONAL PRACTICES 
SHARED BY PEERS

• Take 5

• Make space in  
your day talk to  
a co-worker

• Know and do what 
works for you

• It’s okay to say no

• Make use of 
available mental 
health supports
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PANDEMIC

LEADERSHIP

Your actions speak.
Employees struggling through a 
pandemic	identified	the	qualities	they	
need most from their leaders, and the 
answers are surprisingly simple.

• Work onsite to be where your 
employees are 

• Be present when things are tough

• Be available to listen and talk, 
and check your understanding

• Let them lead by supporting 
them to make worthwhile 
changes

LISTEN
During the pandemic, 

leadership potential is bursting 
at the seams in every level 

of healthcare. Channel it by 
actively listening!
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THE REALITIES OF 
PANDEMIC

COMMUNICATION

It’s time to talk about  
how we communicate.
Pandemic communication can be fast-paced,  
one-directional, and overwhelming. And with so  
much change, it’s easy to miss someone.

• Healthcare employees prefer  
communication that is simple, consistent,  
and at expected intervals. 

• To make sure everyone is on the same  
page, healthcare employees need maximum 
access to important messages.

• In urgent situations, top-down  
communication	moves	messages	quickly	 
from policymakers to practice.

•	 But	over	time,	communication	flow	
needs to be two-way, allowing  
for	bottom-up	influences	on	
healthcare practice. 

LET’S TALK 
Share your perspective 
on communication with 
your healthcare peers 

and leaders.


